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Suppose D is a division ring and X is a collection of noncommuting 
indeterminates. A rational expression in X U D is any expression constructed 
from X and D using the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and taking inverses. If E is a division ring containing D, then by a 
generalized rational identity of E we mean any rational expression in XV D 
which vanishes on all permissible substitutions from E. We will be concerned 
with the case when both D and E are finite dimensional over their respective 
centers and the center of D is contained in the center of E (i.e., E is a D- 
division ring). A theorem due to Bergman [2, 31 (first proved for rational 
identities by Amitsur [ 11) says that any two finite-dimensional division rings 
of the same finite degree will satisfy the same generalized rational identities. 
We will refer to this result as the Amitsur-Bergman theorem. 
In [8] Rowen indicates how rational identities (i.e., D = F a field) can be 
studied using the generic division rings. In this paper we show how 
generalized rational identities can be studied using generic D-division rings. 
Roughly speaking, a generic D-division ring is a subdivision ring of some 
“large” matrix ring which contains D and the generic matrices. We will 
prove the Amitsur-Bergman theorem using the generic D-division rings. 
If E is a finite-dimensional D-division ring with involution * of the first 
kind, we may define the *-generalized rational identities of E. We will 
construct generic D-division rings with involutions of the first kind (of either 
type) and use these to prove an involutory version of the Amitsur-Bergman 
theorem. We will prove that the *-generalized rational identities of E will 
depend on the degree of E as well as the type of involution (i.e., either 
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orthogonal or symplectic). Finally, we use the above result to study the 
relationship between the *-generalized rational identities of D-division rings 
of different finite degrees. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In this section we will review the construction, due to Amitsur and 
Bergman, of the skew fields of nondegenerate rational functions. For a more 
detailed description of this material we refer the reader to [l-3]. We also 
indicate how one can obtain the skew fields of *-nondegenerate rational 
functions in case E has involution *. 
Let D be a division ring and X= {X,,...,X,} a set of noncommuting 
indeterminates. Denote by R(X, D) the set of all formal rational expressions 
in the elements of X and D formed from XV D using the binary operations 
+, -7 * and the unary operation of forming inverses. If f E R(X, D) is 
formed from XV D using the operations +, -, + it will be called a 
polynomial expression. 
Every f E R(X, D) can be built up from X U D in an inductive manner as 
follows: Let g, be a polynomial expression. Inductively, let gi be a 
polynomial expression in XV D and g;‘,..., gZ:-‘r. Any f E R(X, D) can be 
considered a polynomial expression in g;‘,..., g;’ and the elements of 
XV D. In this case we say f involves the n inverses g, l,..., g;‘. If 
f E R(X, D) we will be interested in evaluating it on certain division rings 
containing an isomorphic copy of D. 
DEFINITION. A D-division ring is a pair (E, i) where E is a division ring 
and i: D -+ E is a monomorphism mapping the center of D into the center of 
E. 
Suppose E is a D-division ring and f E R(X, D) is a rational expression 
involving the inverses g; ’ ,..., g; ‘. Let p = (e, ,..., e,) be a point in Em. f(p) 
exists in E if and only if each g,(p) exists and is nonzero. The elements of D 
involved in the rational expression f will be called the coefficients off. In 
evaluating f on a D-division ring E we are assuming the coefficients off are 
in the copy of D in E. 
DEFINITION. Let f(X, ,..., X,) E R(X, D). The domain off is the subset 
of E” defined as follows: 
dam(f) = {p E Em /f(p) is defined}. 
We say f is nondegenerate (on Em) if dam(f) is nonempty. Otherwise f is 
degenerate. 
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In case E has involution *, take X = {Xi ,..., X,,,, Z, ,..., Z,} and let 
S= {(e 1 ,..., em, e :,..., e,*) 1 e, E E}. Here the domains of definition are subsets 
of E2m. We say f(X, ,..., X,, Z, ,..., Z,) is *-nondegenerate if S n dam(f) is 
nonempty. 
DEFINITION. Suppose E is a D-division ring. f E R(X, D) is called a 
generalized rational identity (GRI) of E if f(p) = 0 for all p E dam(f). If E 
has involution *, f is a *-generalized rational identity (h-GRI) of E if 
f(p) = 0 for all p E S n dam(f). 
Although any two elements of R(X, D) which look different are different, 
we would like to identify those elements which have the same values when 
evaluated on Em (or S, in case E has an involution). To this end we state the 
following important lemma due to Bergman [ 21: 
LEMMA 1.1. If E is a D-division ring with an irtfinite center, then the 
domains of two nondegenerate rational expressions have nonempty inter- 
section. If E has involution *, then the domains of two *-nondegenerate 
rational expressions have nonempty intersection with S. 
From Section 2 on, we will be dealing exclusively with finite-dimensional 
division rings and so all centers will necessarily be infinite. 
Lemma 1.1 allows us to define equivalence relations on the sets of 
nondegenerate and *-nondegenerate rational expressions. 
DEFINITION. Suppose f and g are nondegenerate (resp. *- 
nondegenerate). Define f - g (resp. f -* g) if and only if f (p) = g(p) for 
every p E dam(f) n dom( g) (resp. for every p E S n (dam(f) n dom( 8))). 
Using Lemma 1.1 one shows that - and -* are equivalence relations and 
the respective sets of equivalence classes are division rings. Set DE,,,(X) = 
{[f] 1 f is nondegenerate} and D,(X) = {[f] / f is *-nondegenerate}. D is 
embedded in DEm(X) and D,(X) ( as constant functions) in such a way that 
the center of D is mapped into the centers of D&X) and D,(X). D&X) and 
D,(X) are the D-division rings of nondegeneate and *-nondegenerate rational 
functions, respectively. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENERIC D-DIVISION RINGS 
We begin by recalling the definition of a generalized polynomial identity. 
Suppose R is an F-algebra and X a collection of noncommuting indeter- 
minates. We denote by RF(X) the F-algebra consisting of all elements of the 
form Ca,riOXj,ri, ... Xj,ri,, where aJ E F, rip E R, and Xi, E X. RF(X) 
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satisfies the following mapping property: Given an F-algebra B, a 
homomorphism u: R -+ B, and a set map r: X+ B, there exists a unique 
homomorphism q: RF(X) + B simultaneously extending CJ and z. 
DEFINITION. A nonzero element f(X1,...,Xm) E RF(X) is called a 
generalized polynomial identity (GPI) of R if f(r,,..., Y,,,) = 0 for all 
rI ,..., r, E R. In case R has involution * we take X= {X, ,..., X,,,, Z, ,..., Z,). 
A nonzero element j(X, ,..., X,, Z, ,..., Z,) E R,.(X) is called a *-generalized 
polynomial identity (*-GPI) of R if f(r, ,..., r,,,, r: ,..., r,*) = 0 for all 
r, ,..., r,,, E R. 
Let F be a field. Set T= {xc / J, = 1, 2 ,..., 1 < i, j< n), a countable 
collection of commuting indeterminates. For each A let YA = (xc) be the 
n x n matrix whose (i, j) entry is x;. Each YA belongs to M,(F[ T]), where 
F[ T] is the free commutative algebra over F in the variables from T. Let 
F,(Y) denote the F-subalgebra of M,(F[T]) generated by the Y1’s. Each YA 
is called a generic matrix and F,( Y} is the algebra of generic matrices. The 
connection between F,{ Y} and the polynomial identities of M,(C), C a 
commutative F-algebra, is well known. The basic result is that F,( Y} is free 
for all rings satisfying the polynomial identities (PI’s) of M,(F[ T]). In 
particular, if f(X, ,..., X,) E F{XI (the free noncommutative algebra) and 
f (Y, ,..., Y,,,) = 0, then f is a PI on M,(F). See [7] or [8] for a discussion of 
these matters. We would like to have a GPI analogue of this result. 
Let K be a field and R a subring of M,(K). Suppose F is the center of R 
and FG K. 
DEFINITION. Let F,{ Y, R } be the F-subalgebra of M,(K[ T]) generated by 
the generic matrices YA and R. The elements of F,{ Y, R } are of the form 
CaJrioYj,ri, ..* Yjmrim3 where aJ E F, ri, E R, and each Yj, is a generic 
matrix. Suppose * is an involution of M,(K[T]) which restricts to an 
involution of R. Let F,( Y, Y*, R} be the F-subalgebra of M,(K[T]) 
generated by the generic matrices, their images under *, and R. F,( Y, Y*, R} 
is a ring with involution *. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose R , and R z are simple subrings of M,(K) with 
common center F G K. If R 1 E R, via an F-algebra isomorphism, then this 
isomorphism extends to an isomorphism of F‘,{ Y, R , } into F,{ Y, R2}. 
Proof: For i = 1,2, R, is central simple over F and K is simple over F. 
Hence Ri OF K is simple and we have the K-algebra isomorphisms 
where the end isomorphisms are canonical and the middle isomorphism is 
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induced by 0: R, -+R2. Thus R, K and R,K are simple isomorphic K- 
subalgebras of M,(K). By the Noether-Skolem theorem R, K -+ R,K extends 
to an automorphism p: M,(K) -+ M,(K). p clearly extends cr. 
p can be extended to an automorphism of M,(K[ T]) which maps each 
generic matrix to itself and hence restricts to an isomorphism of Fn{ Y, R 1} 
into Fn{ Y, R2}. I 
From now on we fix a finite number of generic matrices, say Y, ,..., Y,,, . 
When we write 1;,{ Y, R } we will mean the subalgebra generated by Y, ,..., Y, 
and R. If X = {Xi ,..., X,,}, there is a set map X+ Y sending Xi to Yi. This 
extends to a homomorphism 4: RF(X) -+ F,{ Y, R }. If j(X, ,..., X,) E RF(X) 
we write f(Y, ,..., Y,) for its image under 4. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If f(X, ,..., X,) E R,(X) such that f(Y, ,..., Y,) = 0, 
then f(X, ,..., X,) is a GPI of R. 
Proof. Choose (ui),..., (at) E M,(K) and define w: K[T] + K by 
xG-+ a$. i,u is a ring homomorphism and extends to a homomorphism 
Y: M,(K[T]) -+ M,(K). Y/ fixes M,(K), and hence R, elementwise and maps 
YA to (a;). Thus 0 = Y(j-(Y, ,..., Y,)) =f((a2),..., (a:)). Thus f is a GPI of 
M,(K) and hence of R. fl 
Let Yfi and Yi denote the images of Yn under the transpose and 
symplectic involutions, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.2’. If f (Y, ,..., Y,, Y: ,..., YfJ = 0, then f is a t-GPI of 
M,(K). Similarly for s. 
Proof. The mapping Y defined above sends Yi to (a;)‘, so we are done. 
The symplectic involution is the transpose involution composed with an 
inner automorphism determined by some r E M,(K). Thus ‘8’(Yi) = 
Y(r-‘Yf,r) = r-‘Y(Yi)r = r-‘(u$)‘r = (ufj)“. 1 
If R = D a division ring, we will use F,{ Y, R} to construct generic D- 
division rings. For the remainder of this paper we will assume D is a division 
ring of finite degree n > 1 with center F. All D-division rings will also be 
finite dimensional over their centers. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If E is a D-division ring of finite degree, then 
n I deg(E). 
Proof: Let L be the center of E. Since E is a D-division ring we have the 
following inclusions: 







Since DL z D oFL (as L-algebras) we have [DL : L] = [D OF L : L] = 
[D:F]=n*.Therefore, [E:L]=[E:DL] n2. Taking square roots we obtain 
the result. I 
For any d such that n ] d we will construct a generic D-division ring of 
degree d. Let F denote the algebraic closure of F. Thus D OFF% M,(F). 
There is an embedding M,(F) + M,(F) (if d = nq, map an n X n matrix a to 
the d x d matrix having a taken q times down the diagonal and zeroes 
elsewhere). Via this embedding we regard M,(F) and D as subalgebras of 
M,(F). Write D, for the isomorphic copy of D in M,(F). Set Fd{ Y, D} = 
Fd{ K D, 1 (i.e., the subalgebra of M,(F[T]) generated by Y and 0,). By 
Proposition 2.1, Fd{ Y, D) is independent of the isomorphism D 6~~ F+ 
W(F). 
We would like to prove Fd( Y, D) is a domain. To this end we state the 
following result (usually proved with F in place of D). A similar result is 
given in Theorem 4.4 and we refer to the proof there. 
LEMMA 2.4. Given any integer d > 0 such that n 1 d, there exists a D- 
division ring of degree d. 
Let E be a D-division ring of degree d having center L. Then E OL z z 
M,(Z) which may be extended to E & z(T) g M&(T)), where z(T) is the 
field of fractions of z [T]. The embedding of D into E induces an injection 
u: M@) -+ &I&.). Let D, denote the image of D, under B. Let Fd{ Y, D2} be 
the subalgebra of M& [ T]) generated by Y and D,. 
LEMMA 2.5. Fd( Y, D) g Fd{ Y, D,}. 
Proof. u defined above extends to a monomorphism M,(F[T]) + 
M,(L [ r]) which restricts to an isomorphism FJ Y, D) + Fd( Y, D,}. 1 
Let E, denote the isomorphic copy of E in M,(z). We have the following 
maps: 
D,:DL E&E,. 
Let D, be the image of D, in E,. D, is a division subalgebra of M,(z) 
contained in E,. Let Fd( Y, D,} be defined as usual. Since D, and D, are 
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isomorphic division algebras contained in M,(z) (with common center 
F c z), by Proposition 2.1, Fd{ Y, Dz} z FJ Y, D3} and hence Fd( Y, D) g 
Fc,{Y,41. 
If R and S are isomorphic algebras over their respective centers F and L, 
then the isomorphism u: R -+ S extends to an isomorphism RF(X) + S,(X). 
Write f” for the image off E RF(X) under this isomorphism. Clearly f is a 
GPI of R if and only if f 0 is a GPI of S. If R and S have respective 
involutions * and # and CJ is compatible with * and # (i.e., (r*)” = (r”)#), 
then f is a *-GPI of R if and only if f” is a #-GPI of S. 
Suppose F is an infinite field and H any commutative ring containing F. It 
is well known that any PI of R is a PI of R OF H (e.g., see [8]). A slight 
modification of this gives us: 
LEMMA 2.6. If f E RF(X) is a GPI of R, then its canonical image in 
(R OF H&(X) is a GPI of R OF H. In case R has involution *, then any x- 
GPI of R corresponds to a (* @ I)-GPI of R 0, H. 
THEOREM 2.1. Fd{ Y, D3} is a domain. 
Proof. Fd{ Y, D3} c M&(T)) so it suffices to show every nonzero 
element of Fd{ Y, D3} is invertible in M,@(T)). Choose f (Y, ,..., Y,) nonzero 
in Fd{ Y, D,}. Since D, c E,, f (X, ,..., X,) E EIL(X). Let j be the inclusion of 
E into E @,z](r> and u the isomorphism of E&z(T) into M&(T)). 
These maps induce the isomorphism E -+j E @ 1 jU E, . If f were a GPI of 
E, , then f (Oj)-r would be a GPI of E. By Lemma 2.6, (f’““-l)’ = f”-’ would 
be a GPI of E Or. L(T) and hence (f”-‘)” = f would be a GPI of M&(r)). 
In particular f (Y, ,..., Y,) = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence there are matrices e,,..., e, E E, such that f(e, ,..., e,) # 0 in the 
division ring E, c M,(z). Hence det f(e, ,..., e,) # 0. By specializing the 
entries of the generic matrices we obtain det f(Y, ,..., Y,) # 0. Therefore 
f (Y, ,.**, Y,) is invertible in M@(T)). 1 
From Fd( Y, D} z Fd{ Y, D3} we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.8. F,(Y, D} is a domain. 
The above argument gives us that every nonzero element of Fd{ Y, D} is 
invertible in M,(3(T)). Since Fd{ Y, D} c M,(F[T]) it must satisfy a PI. 
Being a PI domain, Fd{ Y, D) has a skew field of fractions, denoted F,(Y, 0). 
Every element of Fd(Y, D) is of the form f (Y, ,..., Y,) g(Y, ,..., Y,) ~- ‘, where 
f (Y, >..., Y,), 0 f g(Y, ,..., Y,) E Fd{ Y, D} (in fact, g(Y, ,..., Y,) can be 
chosen in the center of Fd{ Y, D} [S]). 
Since Fd{ Y, D} satisfies a PI of degree 2d and no PI of smaller degree, the 
same must be true of Fh(Y, 0). From the construction of Fd{ Y, D} we obtain 
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a homomorphism (necessarily one-to-one) of D into F,(Y, D) mapping the 
center of D into the center of F,(Y, D). So we have 
THEOREM 2.9. F,(Y, D) is a D-division ring of degree d. 
3. THE AMITSUR-BERGMAN THEOREM 
In this section we use F,(Y, D) to prove the Amitsur-Bergman theorem. 
We do so by showing that for any D-division ring E of degree d, FJY, D) g 
DE,,,(X). Let Di (i = 1,2,3) and E, be defined as in Section 2. We have the 
maps 
which induce 
The image of D, under the above map is the copy of D in E. If 
s (1, 5***, X,) E D,,(X), we denote its image in DjF(X) by h(X,,...,X,,,) and 
its image in EL(X) by g(X, ,..., X,). So we have f + h + g. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any D-division ring E of degree d, 
Fd( Y, D) s D&X). 
Proof If f (Y, ,..., Y,) E Fd{ Y, D}, then f(X, ,..., X,) E D,,(X), which 
gets mapped to g(Xi,..., X,) E EL(X) under f + h + g. Since g(X, ,..., X,) is 
a polynomial expression in XV D it must be nondegenerate on Em. Define 
4: Fd{ Y, D} + DE,,,(X) by $(f(Y, ,..., Y,)) = [ g(X, ,..., X,)]. In Section 2 we 
proved Fd{ Y, D} g Fd{ Y, D3] under which f(Y,,..., Y,) mapped to 
h(Y, ,‘.., Y,). So f(Y ,,..., Y,,J=O implies h(Y ,,..., Y,)=O. By 
Proposition 2.2, h(X, ,..., X,) is a GPI of E, and hence g(X, ,..., X,) is a GPI 
of E. Therefore [ g(Xi,..., X,)] = 0, proving 4 is well defined. 4 is by 
definition a ring homomorphism. If [ g(X, ,..., X,)] = 0, then g(X, ,..., X,) is 
a GPI of E. Tensoring E with I](T) and applying Lemma 2.6 we get 
W, ,...I X,) is a GPI of M&(T)). In particular h(Y, ,..., Y,) = 0 which 
forces f(Y, ,..., Y,) = 0. 
So d is a well-defined ring monomorphism of the PI domain Fd{ Y, D} into 
the division ring DE,,@). Hence 4 extends to a ring monomorphism 
@: F,(Y, D)+ DE,,,(X). We claim @J is onto. Take [ g(X,,..., X,)] E DE,,,(X) 
and suppose g involves the inverses g;‘,..., g;‘. g,(X, ,..., X,) E EL(X) with 
coefficients in the copy of D in E. Hence [ gi(Xi,..., X,)] has preimage 
f,(Y, ,..., Y,) E Fd{ Y, D} c FJY, D) (where f, + h, + gi). Now assume 
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[ gi(xl 3-‘*3 X,)] has preimage f,(Y, ,..., Y,) E F,(Y, D) for 1 < i < r. 
.fr(Y, 3*.-Y Y,) # 0, for otherwise, 0 = @(fr(Y, ,..., Y,,,)) = [ g,(X, ,..., X,)], 
implying g, is a GRI of E, contrary to the nondegeneracy of g on E”. 
Hence f,(Y, ,..., Y,) - ’ E Fd( Y, D), which implies f, + , (Y, ,..., Y,) E Fd( Y, D). 
We have constructed the preimage of [g,, i(Xi,..., X,)] in Fd(Y, 0). By 
induction [ g(X, ,... ,X,)1 has a preimage in FJY, D). 1 
GonoLLARv 3.2 (Amitsur and Bergman). Any two D-division rings of 
the same finite degree satisfy the same GRI’s. 
ProojI Suppose E, and E, are D-division rings of degree d. By Theorem 
3.1, DE&X) z F,(Y, D) E D,&X). Suppose 
g(X, ,*‘*Y 
[ g(X, ,..., X,)1 E D,$X), then 
X,,,) is a rational expression with coefficients in the copy of D 
in E,. Under the above isomorphism [ g(X, ,..., X,)] maps to 
[ g(X, ,***, X,)] E D,&X) (coefficients in the copy of D in E,). If g is a GRI 
of E, , then [ g(X, ,..., X,)] = 0 
I‘M, ,***> 
in D”?(X) (substitutions from E,). Hence 
X,)] = 0 in D&X) (substitutions from E,) and conversely. 1 
Bergman has obtained results concerning the GRI’s of division rings of 
different degrees [2, 31. We will discuss the * analogues of these results in 
Section 6. 
4. INVOLUTIONS OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL DIVISION RINGS 
For the remainder of this paper D will be a finite-dimensional division ring 
with involution of the first kind. In the second part of this article we will 
prove an involutory version of the Amitsur-Bergman theorem. We will 
accomplish this by constructing generic D-division rings having involutions 
of type t or type s. 
Suppose R is a finite-dimensional central simple algebra. Let Invol(R) be 
the set of involutions of R of the first kind. Let U(R) be the group of units of 
R and I, the inner automorphism determined by r E U(R). A result of 
Albert’s says that *, # E Invol(R) if and only if * = #I, for r E U(R) and 
r* = r# = fr. * and # in Invol(R) are equivalent if * = #I, for some *- 
symmetric r E U(R). One can show that this defines an equivalence relation 
on Invol(R) and there are at most two distinct classes. If * = #I,, where 
r* = -r, then * and # are inequivalent. A good discussion of these matters 
can be found in Rowen’s book [8]. 
If n E Zt is even then M,(K) has two inequivalent involutions: t, the 
transpose (or orthogonal) involution and s, the symplectic involution. 
* E Invol(M,(K)) is said to be of type t (resp. type s) if it belongs to It] 
(rev. [s I). 
Since D is a division ring of finite degree, with involution # of the first 
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kind, deg(D) = n = 2”’ for some m > 1. We would like to extend # to an 
involution of M,(F). Let ~j/: D&F-+ M,(F) be an isomorphism and # @ 1 
the usual involution on D $&I;. Set # = v/-‘(# @ 1)~. It is an easy matter 
to verify # E Invol(M,(F)). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 2s type is independent of the choice of isomorphism 
V. 
ProoJ Suppose V, and w2 are two such isomorphisms. Let #i = 
w;‘(# @ l)wi, i = 1,2. We prove #1 is of type t (resp. type s) if and only if 
#* is of type t (resp. type s). Suppose #I is of type t and #* is of type s. 
Then w;‘(# C?J l)y/, = tl,,, where ri E U(M,(F)) with r: = rl and 
v;‘W 0 l)v, = tzr2, where r2 E U(M,(F)) with r: = -r2. q~;‘v~ is an F- 
automorphism of M,(F) and by the Noether-Skolem theorem, w;‘I,v~ is 
inner, i.e., v;‘v/, = I, for some r E U(M,(F)). 
Now Cl = w;‘(# 0 l)y/, = (w;‘v’,) w;‘(# 0 1) v’z(w;‘v,) =Z,fzJ--1. 
Hence for any x E M,,(F), 
This gives r;‘x’r’ = rr;‘rfx’(r-‘)‘r2r~’ or xfr’rr;‘rt = r,rr;‘r’x which 
implies rr; ‘rtr, x = xrr; ‘r’r’ . This last equation implies rr;‘r’r’ = z E F 
(the center of M,(F)). Therefore r, = zr-‘r2(r-‘)‘. Since r: = r’, ri = -rz 
and z’= z, we have r’ = r{ = -r-‘r2(r-‘)‘z = - zrp’r2(r1’)’ = -r,, a 
contradiction. Hence #, and #2 must be of the same type. I 
One can also prove that the extension of # to an involution of M,(K), for 
any splitting field K of D, is independent of K. 
DEFINITION. Ler R be any finite-dimensional division ring (of degree n) 
with center F and # E Invol(R). We say # is of type t (resp. type s) if 
#E Invol(M,(Q) is of type t (resp. type s). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let D and # be as above. Zf # is of type t (resp. type 
s), then there is an isomorphic copy of D in M,(F) having involution t 
(resp. s). 
Pro@ # of type t implies #= tl, for some r E U(gm(@) with 
r’ = r# = r. By Proposition 3.1.60 of [8], there is an r0 EM,(F) such that 
ri = r. Since r is invertible the same is true of r,,. r0 is an F-polynomial in 
the t-symmetric element r, hence rh = rf = r,,. 
Set D, = (D 0 l)“, i.e., D, is the copy of D in M,(F). Since every element 
of D, is of the form (d @ l)", it follows that # restricts to an involution of 
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D,. Let D, = {r,, dr;’ ( d E D,}. D, is a division subring of M,(F) 
isomorphic to D. If r,, dr;’ E D, then 
= rO -‘ri d#r;‘r, = r,, d#r;’ E D, 
since d E D, and # is an involution of D,. Hence D, is the desired division 
ring. An identical argument will work for type s. 1 
It is easy to check that the isomorphisms D + D, + D, are compatible 
with the respective involutions. 
DEFINITION. A D-division ring (E, i) is called a D-division ring with 
involution if there is a * E Invol(E) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
In order to construct generic D-division rings with involution (of either 
type), we need to know there are examples of such rings. That is, given any 
integer d > 0 such that n ] d (and so both are a power of 2), there is a D- 
division ring of degree d, with involution having the same type as #. The 
example we give is standard (e.g., see [5]) in the sense that it uses Laurent 
and skew-Laurent series. However, we show how one can keep track of the 
type of involution. To this end we prove 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let R be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra 
with *, # E Invol(R). If * and # are equivalent, then the *-symmetric 
elements are vector space isomorphic to the #-symmetric elements. 
ProoJ: Let * = #I,, where r E U(R) and r* = r#= r. If s#= s, then 
(~jr~r=u-)“;~ r-‘(rs)r = sr. If s* = s, then (sr-I)#= r-Is*“-’ = 
r =sr . Since r is invertible, right multiplication by r gives the 
desired isomorphism. B 
Suppose R = M,,(F). R has two inequivalent involutions t and s. Let S, 
and S, denote respectively the t and s-symmetric elements. The dimensions 
of S, and S, over F are respectively m(2m + 1) and m(2m - 1). It is also 
true that the t and s-skew elements are respectively m(2m - 1) and 
m(2m + 1) dimensional over F. 
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Suppose * E Invol(R) and [S, : F] = m(2m + 1) (resp. [S, : F] = 
m(2m - 1)). If * were of type s (resp. type t), then by Proposition 4.3, 
[S, : F] = [S, : F] (resp. [S, : F] = [S, : F]). Hence m(2m t 1) = 
m(2m - l), a contradiction. So we can determine *‘s type by counting the 
number of independent *-symmetric elements. Let E be a finite-dimensional 
division ring with center L, deg(E) = 2”, and * E Invol(E). Then E 0, z 2 
M&Z). The embedding of E in M,,(E) maps independent *-symmetric 
elements to independent %-symmetric elements. Hence * is of type t (resp. 
type s) if and only if the *-symmetric elements of E are 2p-‘(2p t 1) (resp. 
2p-1(2p - 1)) dimensional over L. 
THEOREM 4.4. For any p > 1 there exists a D-division ring E with 
involution, having the same type as #, with deg(E) = 2Pn. 
To construct the desired division ring, we work with Laurent and skew- 
Laurent series. Let R be a division ring and R{z} the division ring of Laurent 
series over R in z. Let (T: R{z} + R{z} be the automorphism which is the 
identity on R and maps z to -z. u has period 2. Let R {z}~{ w} be the division 
ring of skew-Laurent series over R(z) in w  with respect to u. The following 
lemmas are straightforward and we state them without proof. 
LEMMA 4.5. (a) Thefixed ring of u is R{z’}. 
(b) The center ofR{z},{w) is F{z2},{wZ}. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf [R : F] =n with basis {rI,...,r,}, then [R{z},{w}: 
F{z’}~{ w’}] = 4 n with basis {ri, riz, riw, rizw 1 1 <i < n}. 
We now consider the problem of extending an involution from a division 
ring to its division rings of Laurent and skew-Laurent series. If R is a 
division ring with * E Invol(R) we define i on R(z} as follows: (2 rizi)$ = 
c r:zi. One easily checks that Z E Invol(R{z}). 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose * E Invol(R) and u is an automorphism of R of 
period 2 such that *u = (I*. Define G on R,(z) as follows: 
Then i is an involution of R,(z). Zf u is not an inner automorphism, % will 
be of the first kind. 
Proof: % is clearly additive so we need only consider its effect on 
monomials: 
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(rZnSZm)i = (rs~nZ~+m)Z = (_l)n+m(rS~n)*~n+mZn+m 
=(_l)~+~So*ff"+my*~"+m=(_~)ntmSun*u"+~r*u"+mZn+m 
= (-1) mS*omZm . (-ly(r*on+m)umZn 
= (-1) ms*um,p . (-l)“r*m”Zn = (Spy . (rz”)G. 
i is of period 2 since * and o are. 
Now suppose c is not inner. We claim that the center of R,(z) is C,{z’}, 
where C= {a E F 1 (x” = a}. Clearly C,{z’} is contained in the center of 
R,{z}. Suppose C rizi is central. Commuting with z we obtain rl = ri for all 
i. Commuting with any T E R we obtain rri = lirui for all i. Suppose there is 
an odd i such that ri # 0. R a division ring implies r” = r,: ‘rri, a 
contradiction. Hence i must be even and so rri = rir. Therefore 
C rizi E C,(z’}. It follows that % must be of the first kind. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We assume D has involution # of type t (an 
analogous proof would work for type s) and deg(D) = n = 2”. For any p > 1 
we construct a D-division ring of degree 2Pn with involution of type t. We 
induct on p. 
Let (d, ,..., dn2} be an F-basis for D having 2m-1(2m + 1) #-symmetric and 
2”‘-‘(2”’ - 1) #-skew elements. 
Let t, be an indeterminate. The division ring D(t,} has involution #, 
defined by (C di ti,)#l = 2 d:ti and automorphism ui defined by 
(Cdit’,)“l =C(-l)‘ditf. o, has period 2 and ui#i =#,a,. u1 is not inner, 
for otherwise there would be an invertible f E D{ t, } such that -t, = ty = 
f-It, f = t,. By Lemma 4.7, #i defined by 
belongs to Invol(D{t,},l{x,}). 
Set A, = D{t,}O,{xl} and F, =F{tt},l{xi}. F, is the center of A, and 
[A, : F, 1 = 4n2 with an F,-basis 
(di, dit, > diX, 3 dit,x, / 1 < i < n2}. 
deg(A i) = 2n = 2mt’. We need only check that #, is of type t. 
By assumption, 2”-‘(2”’ + 1) of the drs are #-symmetric and 
2m-‘(2m - I) are #-skew. Suppose d,f=dj, then dF=dy=dj. Also 
(djt,)#l = (djt,)#l = djtI and (djt,x,)“l = (-l)(djtl)#lulxl = (-l)(dj#tl)“%, = 
djt,x,. If dj” = -dj, then (djx,)#l = (-1) dTx, = djx,. So we have 
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3 . 2”-‘(2m + 1) + 2m-‘(2m - 1) = 2m(2m+1 + 1) independent #,-sym- 
metric elements. Since deg(A,) = 2m+1, it follows that #1 is of type t. 
Hence A, is a D-division ring of degree 2n with involution of type t. So we 
are done for p = 1. Assume the result for p - 1. By induction there exists a 
D-division ring A,-, of degree 2P-‘n = 2miP-’ with center F,-, and 
involution #p- 1 of type t. A,-, (t,} has the usual involution and 
automorphism (of period 2) denoted f, and op, respectively. 
LetAp=Ap-,{tp},p{xP} andFp=Fp-,{t~}Op{x~j. Then 
(1) Fp is the center of A,. 
(2) deg(A,) = 2pt m = 2Pn. 
(3) An F,-basis for A, consists of the elements gj, gjtp, gjxp, gjtpxp, 
where the gj’s are an F,-,-basis for A-with 1 <j < 4pim-‘. This 
basis consists of 2pt m-2(2pt m- ’ + 1) #P- i-symmetric elements and 
2p+m-2(2p+m-’ - 1) #p _ 1 -skew elements. 
As above, #pup = ap#p and op is not inner. Hence A, has involution #p 
of the first kind, as defined in Lemma 4.7. Counting symmetric elements as 
above, we see that A, has 3 e 2ptm-2(2p+m-’ + 1) + 2ptm-2(2ptm-’ - 1) = 
2ptm-‘(2pim + 1) independent #,-symmetric elements. Since deg(A,) = - 
2P+m, it follows that #p is of type t. 1 
5. THE GENERIC D-DIVISION RINGS WITH INVOLUTION 
In this section we will construct generic D-division rings with involution 
and use them to prove an involutory analogue of the Amitsur-Bergman 
theorem. 
Recall the following sequence of isomorphic division rings and respective 
involutions constructed in Section 4: 
(D, #> --) (0, , #> -+ CD,, t (rev. s)). 
D, is a division subring of M,(F) having involution t or s (depending on #‘s 
type). If n 1 d then M,(F) is embedded in M,(F) in the usual way. Let D, 
denote the copy of D, in M,(F). D, will have involution t or s according to 
whether # has type t or type s. 
If D, has involution t (resp. s), as in Sectidn 2 we may form the 
subalgebra Fh{ Y, Y’, D3} (resp. Fd{ Y, Y”, D3}) of M&[T]). We will denote 
these subalgebras by Fd{ Y, Y’, D} and Fd{ Y, Y”, D}, respectively. So if D has 
involution of type t (resp. type s), then Fd{ Y, Y’, D} will have involution t 
(resp. Fd{ Y, Y’, D} will have involution s). 
We wish to prove Fd{ Y, Y’, D} and Fd{ Y, Y’, D} are domains. Our 
approach will be similar to that of Section 2. By Theorem 4.4, there is a D- 
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division ring E with involution * having the same type as # w_ith deg(E) = d. 
Let L be the center of E. Let u denote the embedding M,(F) -+ M,(L). Let 
D, be the copy of D, in M,(Z). (T is clearly compatible with t. Now s = tl,, 
where r and r-l are matrices containing O’s and 1’s. Hence u must fix r and 
is therefore compatible with s. Consequently, # of type t (resp. type s) 
implies D, has involution t (resp. s). 
Let Fd( Y, Y’, D4} be the subalgebra of M,(z [r]) generated by Y,, Yi, 
and D, (1 < 3, < m). Similarly for Fd{ Y, Y”, D4}. An argument similar to the 
one given to Lemma 2.5 yields 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) Fd{ Y, Y’, D} r Fd{ Y, Y’, D4}. 
(b) Fd{ Y, Y”, D} g Fd{ Y, Y’, D4}. 
By Proposition 4.2, there is an isomorphic copy of E in M,(Z) having 
involution t or s. We denote this division ring by E,. We have 
D4 
&D~E&E,. 
Let D, be the image of D, in E,. Since the above maps are compatible with 
the respective involutions, it follows that if # is of type t (resp. type s), D, 
will have involution t (resp. s). Let Fd{Y, Y’, D5} and Fd{ Y, Y’, OS} be 
defined as usual. Since D, and D, are isomorphic division subrings of M,(z) 
having the same involutions, the involutory analogue of Proposition 2.1 gives 
us 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) Fd{ Y, Y’, D4} g Fti{ Y, Y’, OS}. 
(b) Fd(Y, Y’,D,}%:F,{Y, Y’,D,j. 
THEOREM 5.3. Fd{ Y, Yf, Ds} and Fd{ Y, Y”, OS} are domains. 
Proof. We use the notation in the proof of Theorem 2.7. Suppose 
f(Y, ,..., Y,,,, Y: ,..., Yk) is a nonzero element of Fti{Y, Y’, D5}. 
f(X, ,...3 x, 3 2, ,*-*, 2,) is not a t-GPI of E,. Otherwise, f’“j’-’ E EL(X) 
would be a *-GPI of E. By Lemma 2.6, (J(Uj)-‘y = f”-’ would be a (* @ 1) 
GPI of E @QL z(r) and hence (f”-‘)” = f would be a t-GPI of M&(T)). 
This contradicts f(Y, ,..., Y,, Yi ,..., Yk) # 0. 
Hence there are matrices e, ,..., e, E E, such that 
det f (e , ,..., e,, 
I e, ,..., ek) # 0. 
Specializing the elements of the generic matrices we obtain 
det f(Y, ,..., Y,,, , Y: ,..., Yk) # 0. 
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Hence f(Y, ,..., Y,, Y: ,..., YL) is invertible in M&(7’)). The proof that 
Fd( Y, Y’, Ds} is a domain is similar; one should note that the specialization 
of the entries of the generic matrices leaves r fixed, where s = tl,. m 
COROLLARY 5.4. Fd{ Y, Y’, D} and Fd( Y, Y”, D) are domains. 
Let F,(Y, Y’, D) and FJY, Y”, D) denote the skew fields of fractions of 
Fd{ Y, Y’, D} and Fd{ Y, Y’, D}, respectively. These are D-division rings 
contained in M,@(T)), of degree d, with involutions t and S, respectively. 
Suppose E is a D-division ring with involution * having the same type as 
#, with deg(E) = d. Let Di (i = 3,4,5) and E, be defined as above. We have 




This map will be denoted f -+ h + g. 
THEOREM 5.5. D,(X) is isomorphic to F,(Y, Y’, D) or Fb(Y, Y’, D) 
according to whether # is of type t or type s. 
Prooj Assume # is of type t. As in Theorem 3.1, we can define 
4: Fc,{ K Y’, DJ -+ D,(X) by 
#(f (Y, ‘..., Y,, Y: ,a.., Yk)) = [ g(X, ,***> X, 3 z, >***> Z,)]. 
If f(Y ,,..., Y,, Y: )...) Yh) = 0 then by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, h(Y, ,..., Y,, 
Y: ,..., Yk) = 0. By Proposition 2.2’, h(X, ,..., X,,,, Z, ,..., Z,) is a t-GPI of E, 
and so g(X, ,..., X,,, , Z, ,..., Z,) is a *-GPI of E. It follows that 4 is well 
defined. Q is by definition a ring homomorphism. If 
[ g(X, “.‘., x, 2 z, ,..., Z,)] = 0, then g is a *-GPI of E. Tensoring with z(r> 
we obtain h is a t-GPI of M&(T)). Hence h(Y, ,..., Y,,,, Y: ,..., Yk) = 0 
which implies f (Y, ,..., Y,, Yi ,..., Yh) = 0. 
Hence $ extends to a ring monomorphism @: F,(Y, Y’, D) -+ D,(X). As in 
Theorem 3.1, @ is onto and hence an isomorphism. An analogous proof 
works for type s. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose E, and E, are D-division rings with *i E 
Invol(E,), i = 1,2. Zf deg(E,) = deg(E,) and *, and ** are of the same type 
(as #), then the set of * ,-GRI’s of E, is equal to the set of *,-GRI’s of E,. 
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6. APPLICATIONS 
In this final section we use the results of Section 5 to study the 
relationship between *-GRI’s of finite-dimensional D-division rings of 
different degrees. 
Let K be a field. In what follows we will identify the matrix ring 
M,(K[T]) with the polynomial ring M,(K)[T]. The elements of M,(K[T]) 
will be denoted p[T]. So p[T] can be thought of as an n x n matrix whose 
entries are polynomials in the indeterminates from T or as a polynomial in T 
whose coefficients are in M,(K). Let K(T) denote the field of fractions of 
K[T]. Every element of M,(K(T)) can be written in the form p[T] q[Tj ‘, 
where p[T], q[T] E M,(K[T]) and q[T] is a scalar matrix in K[ T]. 
DEFINITION. Let M,(W)), = {ATI qlTl-’ I ATI, q[TI E MnWlTl) 
and q(O,..., 0) is invertible}. 
In defining M,(K(T)), we are not assuming q[ T] is a scalar matrix. 
However, we would like to know that the “denominators” of elements of 
M,(K(T)), can be taken to be scalar matrices. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If p[T] q[T]-’ E M,(K(T)h,, then ATI q[Tl-’ = 
f[T] g[T]-‘, where f[T], g[T] E M,(K[T]) and g[T] is a scalar matrix 
with g(O,..., 0) invertible. 
Proof. By the adjoint formula for the inverse of a matrix, q1 T] ’ = 
adj(q[T])((det q[T])I)-‘. Thus 
p[T] s[Tl-’ = B[Tl(adj(q[Tl))((detq[Tl)I)~‘. 
This is of the form f[ T] g[T] -i with g[T] = (det q(T])I, a scalar matrix. 
Suppose q[T] = A, + r[T]. By assumption A, = q(O,..., 0) is invertible. 
Now det q[T] = det(A,) + s(T), where s(T) E K[T] and s(O,..., 0) = 0. Hence 
g[T] is the scalar matrix having diagonal entry det(A,) + s(T) and 
g(%.., 0) = (det A,)1 which is invertible since det A, # 0. 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. M,(K(7’))0 is a subring ofM,(K(T)). 
Let M,(K)[ [T]] denote the ring of all formal power series in the indeter- 
minates from T with coefficients in M,(K). We have the embedding 
#:M,(K[T])+M,(K)[[T]] by p[T]-+p[T], where weview p[T] as a power 
series in the obvious way. Although 4 is one-to-one, it will not extend to 
M,(K(T)). The trouble is that regular elements may get mapped to non-units 
(e.g., if x is a single indeterminate from T, the matrix Ix is not an invertible 
power series). However, we do have 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. $ extends to a monomorphism of Mn(K(T))O into 
Mrm [Tl I* 
Proof. Suppose p[T] q[T]-’ E M,(K(T)),. So q[T] E M,(K)[T] is a 
polynomial whose constant term is invertible. Thus #(q[T]) is an invertible 
power series. Define @:M,(K(T)),+M,(K)[[T]] by @(p[T] q[T]-I)= 
#(P[Tl) e?[Tl)-‘. @ g ives the desired extension. i 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose E is a D-division ring of degree d with 
involution * of type t (resp. type s). Then any *-GRI of E is a t-GRI (resp. s- 
GRI) of M@(T)) and conversely. 
Proof. We do the proof for type t. By Corollary 5.6, we may assume 
E = _F,(Y, Y’, D) and * = t. Hence E c M@(T)) and so any t-GRI of 
M,@‘(T)) will be a t-GRI of E. Now suppose f(X, ,..., X,,,, Z, ,..., Z,) is a t- 
GRI of E. Let A I ,..., A, EM@(T)) such that f(A ,,..., A,,,, Ai ,..., A;) is 
defined. Let (~$12 = l,..., m, 1 < i,j < d} be a collection of commuting 
indeterminates distinct from the x$s. Form the new generic matrices Yi = 
($). Set T’ = {z$} and T, = TV T’ (disjoint union). Since 
F(T,) E F(T)(T’), it follows that Md(&T1)) = M,(F(T))(T’). Let K = F(T) 
and so the matrices A I ,..., A,,, are “constants” in the ring M,(K(T’)). 
Suppose f involves the inverses g; ’ ,..., g; ‘. By Proposition 6.3, there is a 
monomorphism I+K M,(K(T’)), + M,(K)[ [T’]]. Now (A, ,..., A,, Ai ,..., Ah) E 
dam(f) implies each gi(A, ,..., A,, Ai ,..., AL) is defined and invertible. 
Hence 
g,(Y; + A, ,..., Y:, + A,, Y;’ + A:,..., Y;’ t A;)-’ 
is in M,(K(T’)), and 
w(g,(Y; + A I,..., Y;+A,,Y:‘+A:,...,Y;‘tA;)-‘) 
= g,(A I,..., A,)-’ t P[T’], 
where p[ T’] is a power series in M,(K)[ [ T’]] with constant term zero. 
Now g, is a “polynomial” in g; ’ and the elements of XV D. Thus 
g2(Y; t A,,..., Yh t A,, Y;’ t A:,..., Yk’ t Ah) E Md(K(T’)),, and maps to 
gz(A,,...,A,,,,A:,..., A;) + q[T’], q[T’] a power series with constant term 
zero. By induction we have 
f(Y; t A ,,..., Y:, t A,, Y;’ t A: ,..., I’: t A;) E M,(K(T’)), 
and maps under v/ to f(A 1 ,..., A,,, , A’, ,..., A;) t h[ T’], h[ T’ ] a power series 
with constant term zero. 
Define #:Fd{Y’, Y”,D}+M,(K(T’)) by Yi- YitA,, Yi’- Yi’tAi, 
and the identity on D. The usual well-detinedness proof shows 4 is a well- 
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defined ring homomorphism. If g( Y; ,..., Y:, , Y;‘,..., Yz) is nonzero in 
Fd{ Y’, Y’f, D), then the algebraic independence of 
implies 
Y; +A, )...) Y:, +A,, Y;’ +A: )..., Ykf +A:, 
g(YI + A 1 ,--., Y:, +A,, Y;‘+A:,..., YAf +A;) 
is invertible in M&(F)). Thus 4 extends to a monomorphism 
@: Fd( Y’, Y”, D) + M,(K(T’)). S ince f is a t-GRI of E = F,(Y, Y’, D), 
Corollary 5.6 implies f(Y; ,..., Y;, Y;‘,..., Y,!,,f) = 0. Therefore, 
o= @(f(Yi )...) Yd, r;‘,..., Vhf)) 
= f(YI + A 1 ,..., YifA,, Y;L+A; )...) r;f+Ak). 
Applying v defined above we obtain 0 = f(A i ,..., A,, A: ,..., _A;) + h [r’]. 
Thus f(A i ,..., A,, A; ,..., AL) = 0, proving f is a t-GRI of M,(F(T)). 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose E, and E, are D-division rings with 
*i E Invol(E,), i = 1,2. If *, and *2 are of the same type and 
deg(E,) 1 deg(E,), then any *,-GRI of E, is a *,-GRI of E,. 
Proof. Suppose deg(E,) = q and deg(E,) = qr and the involutions are of 
type t. As usual, M,@(T)) is embedded in M,,(F(;O) by a mapping taking 1 
to 1. If f is a *,-GRI of E,, then by Theorem 6.4, f is a t-GRI of M,,(F(T)). 
This implies f is a t-GRI of M@(T)). Applying Theorem 6.4 again, we 
obtain f is a * ,-GRI of E, . 1 
There is a converse to this corollary which we state separately. If R is a 
prime ring, let deg(R) denote the PI-degree of R. The following result of 
Bergman and Small [4] is needed for the converse. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. (a) If R is a domain and R, c R, then 
de@,) I deg(R). 
(b) Suppose R is a prime PI-ring with P a prime ideal of R. Then 
deg(R) - deg(R/P) = Cf=, n, deg(R/Mi) for suitable k < deg(R), ni E Z’ 
and Mi maximal ideals of R. 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose E, and E, are D-division rings offinite degrees 
with *i E Invol(Ei), i = 1,2, with * 1 and e2 of the same type. Zf every * ,-GRI 
of E, is a * ,-GRI of E,, fhen deg(E,) ( deg(E,). 
Proof: Suppose deg(E,) = p and deg(E,) = q and the involutions are of 
type t. Let Ds,(X) and D,*(X) be the respective skew fields of *, and **- 
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nondegenerate rational functions. By Theorem 5.5, deg D,,(X) = p and 
deg 4,(x) = 4. 
Let R = {VI E bl(W If is *,-nondegenerate}. That is, R consists of all 
the equivalence classes of **-nondegenerate rational expressions which 
contain at least one *,-nondegenerate rational expression. By Lemma 1.1, R 
is a subring of D,&Y). Set M = ([f] E R 1 f is a *,-GRI}. M is an ideal of 
R. Suppose [f] E M and g E [fl such that g is also *,-nondegenerate. 
g E [f] implies g -*> f; hence g - f is a *,-GRI of E,. By assumption 
g -f is a * ,-GRI of E, ; hence g -*, f - *, 0. Consequently, g must also be 
a *,-GRI. It follows that M is the set of non-units of R. So R is a local ring 
having unique maximal ideal M. 
Define y:R+D,,(X) by [f]-+ [f]. If]=0 in RcD&) implies f is a 
*,-GRI of E,. By hypothesis, f must be a *,-GRI of E, and [f ] = 0 in 
D,,(X). Therefore v/ is a well-defined ring homomorphism with ker v = M. 
To show li/ is onto we must prove that any f *,-nondegenerate on E, is 
**-nondegenerate on E,. Suppose this is not the case; then there exists an f 
which is *,-nondegenerate but *,-degenerate. Say f involves the inverses 
-1 
g1 Y...Y g, -I. Among all elements of S, pick q E S, such that gl(q),..., gj(q) 
are defined with j maximal, 1 <j < t. We claim g = g, g, ... gj is a *2- 
nondegenerate *,-GRI of E,. Clearly q E dom( g) so g is *,-nondegenerate. 
Assume there is a point p E S, such that g(p) # 0. If j = t, p E dam(f), a 
contradiction to the *,-degeneracy of f. If j < t, then gj(p) # 0 implies 
gj+l(p) is defined, contrary to the maximality of j. Hence g is a **- 
nondegenerate *,-GRI of E,. By assumption g must be a *,-GRI of E,. 
Hence for any p E S,, some gi(p) = 0. This contradicts the *,- 
nondegeneracy off. Thus w is onto. 
By Proposition 6.6(a), deg(R) 1 q. R/M g DsI(X) implies deg(R/M) = p. 
Since R has unique maximal ideal M, Proposition 6.6(b) gives 
deg(R) - p = kp for some positive integer k. Hence deg(R) = (k + 1)~. So 
p / deg(R) which implies p / q. i 
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